
History Parent 
Workshop



What is History?
History is the study of the past. It enables us to make sense of what is happening now and what may happen in 
the future. People have been able to learn what happened in the past by examining and analysing objects from 
the past. In history, we call these sources. This includes books, newspapers, and letters. Artefacts like pottery, 
tools, and human or animal remains have contributed greatly to historical enquiries and to our understanding of 
the past.  A person who studies history is called a historian. Primary (first-hand/original) and secondary (second-
hand) sources are used throughout the teaching of history. 
There are lots of skills taught in history including: 
- Chronological understanding (the order of events and lifetimes), organising and communicating these
- The use and identification of primary and secondary sources
- The use of timelines and the vocabulary involved e.g. BC and AD (BC stands for Before Christ and AD stands 

for Anno Domini, which is Latin for 'in the year of the Lord’).
- Understanding the influences of history on our lives today, their continuity and changes
- Discussing past events and interpreting them for their cause and consequence
- Historical enquiry
- Using a range of evidence from the past
- Recognising a range of similarities and differences between then and now



Who learns history? 

Children in Years 1-6 have half-termly topics which are either 
geography or history focused. Each year group has at least 3 history 

topics per year. Children in Reception and Nursery learn and take part 
in activities based on their EYFS educational programme 

‘Understanding the World’ which has the foundation knowledge and 
skills to support their child when working towards and entering the 

National Curriculum in Year 1 in history.

Who leads history? Miss Fudge



History at Dean Field Each topic 
includes an 

Excellence and 
Enjoyment day 
to ‘hook’ the 

children into the 
learning and 
provide them 

with real 
experiences. 

This could be in 
the form of a 
trip, visitor or 

workshop.



History taught at Dean Field

Teachers in Years 1-6 plan using the 
National Curriculum.

They use these objectives provided 
to plan exciting lessons to teach 

the children about history.

This provides the knowledge of the 
history curriculum.



History Progression of Skills – EYFS – Y6

Teachers also use a progression of 
skills document to ensure history 
skills are built upon in each year. 
Teachers highlight the document for 
their year group to identify what has 
already been taught and what the 
children are working towards in that 
subject. This follows them through 
the school.



History Progression of Vocabulary

To support children’s progression of vocabulary the history leads across the Trust 
worked together to identify key history focused vocabulary to support children’s 
learning across the school. This is then used to inform planning and to ensure 
children are exposed to a range of vocabulary, building upon their prior learning. 
Here is an example:



History Working at Depth Questions

To further challenge pupils in history, the history leads from across the Trust have 
worked together to create a bank of greater-depth/debate style questions to 
further probe children’s geographical thinking in Y1-6, in EYFS the staff are 
constantly engaging in conversations and interactions daily in order to prepare 
children for these when they enter Year 1. These are linked to each topic and 
build upon children’s prior learning. Here is an example:



History Medium Term Plans

From the National Curriculum objectives and progressions of skills and using the 
progression of vocabulary and greater depth questions, teachers then work 
across the Trust to create a sequence of learning for the topic called a Medium 
Term Plan. Here is an example:



Must Knows

Teachers create must knows linked to each area of the history 
curriculum to support the children in their learning. This also helps 

them to revise and remember. You will see these on your child’s 
seesaw account or on the curriculum tab on our website. Children 

highlight these as part of their self-assessment.



Inclusivity: Supporting ALL children
Some children may need extra support in order to achieve in history. At Dean Field we encourage 
‘Learning Without Limits’ and therefore incorporate a teaching to the top style approach where 
all children are exposed to the same learning but ensure high quality support is in place to assist 

children’s individual needs to get there.

Therefore your child may…
- Complete learning verbally and have this posted on their Seesaw account rather than written 

in books
- Have additional 1-1 or small group work supported by an adult

- Have a differentiated task which is more ‘hands on’ and verbal to accommodate their needs
- Have their own personalised ‘Must Knows’ to aim to achieve smaller steps in the subject 

before moving on
- Be involved or make use of Topic Talking Tubs to support discussion and understanding

- Have different objectives within the lesson, taken from our BSquared resource



Topic Working Wall
Each class has a 
working wall for topic. 
Depending on 
whether the current 
topic is geography or 
history based will 
depend on the 
content. The working 
wall is up-to-date and 
developed as a class 
and children can use 
this in lessons to 
support their 
learning. 



Recording History Learning
We evidence our history work in our topic books throughout the year. We also 

save evidence and work in the history folders on our Seesaw accounts.  To reflect 
the half-term before each class updates a curriculum board in the school foyer to 
showcase their learning. The boards are judged by our school councillors and the 

staff win a prize to share!



Embedded History

We also embed history into other areas of our school day. This includes: 

- having a class timeline and adding topic and community based events which we have 
celebrated to understand chronology, the children’s birth year is also added to this. It 
is built upon as they move through the school.
- going on different trips around England, a mix of local and non-local.
- themed events such as ‘Black History Month’ and ‘Remembrance Day’ with 
competitions to get involved in and whole school assemblies.
- providing homework projects and home challenges.
- using ICT programmes such as the children’s Seesaw and PurpleMash accounts to 
complete activities.
- cross-curricular: using history skills in other lessons.
- variety of class story and home reading books about stories and famous people from 
the past e.g. ‘Little People, Big Dreams’ books in the library.
- whole school displays reflecting past work and also past events/people e.g. the 
sporting Olympic celebrities.
- topic boards in the school foyer, updated every half-term.



Assessments

Key:
Black: not taught/not 

achieved
Red: working towards 

achieving
Blue: achieved

Teachers use the assessment system Target Tracker to monitor each child’s progress in history, 
tracking this each term and then plotting an end of year step judgement. This helps the 

teacher to plan efficiently and see what your child needs to do to improve in history. They then 
use this to inform you at parent’s evening and in your child’s report. 



Monitoring History
All subjects are regularly monitored in a variety of ways at Dean Field. history is monitored by 

Miss Fudge through a yearly action plan which focuses on embedding, monitoring and 
introducing aspects to maintain a good curriculum for history across the school for all children. 

Some ways this is done is by:
- Conducting pupil voice interviews and questionnaires

- Internal/cross Trust and External deep dives (lesson observations, staff interviews and book 
looks)

- Learning walks (display checks)
- Data drops and the analysis of this

- Trip overviews
- Resource monitoring
- Checking of planning

- Staff training (webinars, meetings, courses)
- Celebrating staff and children’s history achievements

- Subject lead keeping up to date with reading, research and training



Can you help us?

Do you work in a job which uses historian skills? 
Do you know someone who does? 

We would love to build some links with parents to our give our 
children context for their learning in the wider community, providing 

them with future aspirations. 

If you have a background in any field of history and would be willing 
to talk to one of our year groups or in an assembly about what a job 
relating to history skills entails then please email the school office. 



Thank you for the taking the time to read this 
presentation. If you would like to hear more 
about the teaching of history at Dean Field 

please ring the office and request an 
appointment to speak to Miss Fudge. 


